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Abstract: A Monte Carlo (MC) method of simulation of the multiple-trapping (MT) carrier transport in 
disordered solids, taking into account the space charge effects, is presented. The main idea is to utilize the 
ordered binary trees for the storage of sequences of the carrier positions and release times. An examplary 
implementation of MC method in the case of isothermal surface-potential decay is described. Also, 
modifications of the algorithm for other experimental configurations are indicated. The preliminary simu
lation results are compared with the approximate solutions of MT transport equations.

1. Introduction
One of the characteristic features of disordered semiconductors and insulators is 

the dispersive character of excess carrier transport (see, for example, the review [1]). 
When a thin sheet of carriers is generated near the sample surface, the transit times of 
carriers through the sample under the influence of an external electric field may differ 
by many orders of magnitude. According to the multiple-trapping (MT) model, the 
carriers move in the allowed band, being temporarily captured by the localized states 
(traps) in the energy gap. The origin of dispersive transport is then the distribution of 
trap energies, which causes a broad dispersion of carrier release times. The investiga
tions of dipersivc transport make thus possible to determine the spectrum of trap ener
gies in the forbidden band, which is an important characteristic of amorphous solids.

The majority of experimental and theoretical studies on the subject concern so 
called small signal regime. This means that the charge generated in the sample :s so 
small that the resulting field distortion may be neglected. The carrier transport equa
tions become then linear, which considerably simplifies the problem. In particular, the 
MT transport may be easily simulated by the Monte Carlo (MC) method (c.g. [2]). In 
some circumstances, the space-charge effects may. however, play a significant role.
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This concerns particularly the surface-potential decay (SPD) method, which will be 
described in the next section. Both analytical [3-5] and numerical investigations of the 
space-charge effects in dispersive transport are difficult. In some papers the problem 
was treated numerically by the finite-differences method. However, the obtained re
sults were restricted to a relatively small time region [6, 7] or the used algorithms were 
complicated and not entirely reliable [8], The more promissing approach seems to 
consist in the suitable extention of the MC method. So far, there has appeared one 
paper [9], in which the SPD was simulated by the MC technique, but the details of 
utilized algorithm were not described.

The aim of this paper is to present the method of MC simulation of dispersive 
carrier transport, taking into account the space charge effects, together with the pre
liminary results. It should have in mind that the described algorithm is by no means 
unique and may not be optimal. For example, the use of other data structures might 
improve the efficiency of the algorithm. The given method may be adopted to the 
description of another non-linear phenomena, accompanying the MT carrier transport, 
such as the carrier recombination. The results of MC calculations of thermally stimu
lated currents in the presence of bimolecular recombination have been yet published 
[ 10].

2. Formulation of the problem

2.1 SPD method

For the exemplary presentation of MC algorithm let us consider the isothermal 
SPD method. It consists in the following. The sample of investigated photoconductive 
solid has a form of plane plate of thickness L. The bottom surface (.v = L) is in contact 
with a grounded electrode. Initially, a total charge Ou is deposited on the upper surface 
(.v = 0); the corresponding surface potential being equal to VQ. At a moment t = 0 the 
upper surface is illuminated by a short light pulse and a charge Q.= rjQ0 is injected 
into the sample ( i] — the injection efficiency, 0<q <1). The motion of charge carriers 
in the sample towards opposite surface results in the gradual decay of an electric field 
£(.v,/) and a surface potential V(t), which value is monitored in the experiment (open- 
circuit configuration). The boundary condition for the field at injecting electrode has 
then the form

E(0+,t) = Eiu=i1V0/L.  ( 1)

In the MC simulation the space charge in the sample is approximated by a large 
number N of infinitezimally thin carrier sheets, having the charges q = r]Q0/N. For 
simplicity, in sections 3-6 these sheets will be called ‘carriers’. According to Gauss 
theorem, the field acting on r-th carrier sheet, as counted from injecting electrode, 
equals to

E, = Em + (r -  0.5)AE, (2)
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where

A E = nK
NL ' (3)

The displacement Av of a single carrier sheet and the resulting potential decay A V 
are interrelated by

AV = nK  Av 
iV L ' (4)

2.2 MT carrier transport

The MT carrier transport in a solid is characterized by the following quantities: the 
free carrier mobility //(), the mean time-of-life of a free carrier r=  \>CN (C -  
-  carrier capture coefficient, N — trap density per volume unit), the mean time-of- 
life of a trapped carrier r(g) = i^'exp(dkT) (c — trap depth, v0 — frequency factor, 
k — Boltzmann constant, T — sample temperature) and the trap density N(c) per 
volume and energy units. As the model trap distribution, leading to dispersive transport, 
the exponential distribution is chosen here,

JV .( f )= — exp 
,V AT.

( c -c .o A C > £, (5)

(wi.h s° the lower limit and T the characteristic temperature of trap distribution).
The MC simulation of carrier transport consists in calculating repeatedly the fol

lowing random deviates: the carrier dwell-timc Atirin an allowed band, the trap depth s 
and the carrier dwell-timc Atr in a trap. In the considered case all the deviates are 
distributed exponentially and their values may be obtained from the formulae (see. for 
example, [2]):

A?(;. = - r ,  In (6)
c = £ (° -  AT In /?,. (7)
Atr = In Ry (8)

Here, R , R, and /?3 are the random deviates, distributed uniformly in the interval
( 0, 1].

In the MC simulation it is assumed that all the carriers, belonging to a given sheet, 
have identical values of At , e and At . One should notice that for typical values of 
simulation parameters the inequality At«  Atr is almost always fulfilled. This implies 
that the movement of more than one ‘carrier’ in the allowed band at a given moment 
is highly improbable and may be ignored.

In the calculations one has to choose some initial distribution of the ‘earners’ in
jected into the sample. For example, one can assume the uniform ‘carrier’ distribution 
in a surface layer of thickness L0«  L. The initial ‘carrier’ position is then given by
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X0 = L0R0, (9)

where R is the random deviate of uniform distribution in the interval (0,1].

3. Basic data structures and procedures
The MT carrier transport in the presence of space charge effects has a collective 

character. Therefore, in the program one must store the actual positions of all carriers, 
as well as their release moments from the traps. If a total number N of the carriers is 
large, say N > 1000, attention must be paid to the proper choice of used data structures, 
which significantly influences the simulation efficiency.

In the presented algorithm the carriers (i. e. the carrier sheets) were ennumerated 
by the index m (in = 1,2,... ,Ar). The actual values of carrier coordinates and release 
times are stored in the arrays .v[/u] and tr[m], respectively. In addition, the carrier 
indexes in are saved in the two binary trees, according to increasing order of ,v[w] or 
tr[m]. This means that J(nj ]< jc[/h ] or tr[mrA]< tr[m^< tr[m \, provided
that node mr is the ‘parent’ of the left node mrA and of the right node /« . Hereafter
these trees will be referred to as x-tree and t-tree, respectively. In order to speed-up 
the searching process, so called Adclson-Velskii and Landis (AVL) trees were utilized 
(see [11, 12]).

Figure 1. Small AVL tree (a) and structure o f its single node (h). In the tree nodes only the values 
o f 'carrier ’ indexes m are shown. According to (a), the sequence o f indexes m 

corresponding to increasing order of x fin] or trfin] is: 7. 2, 4. I, 6. 5, 3.

The structure of the AVL tree is shown in Figure 1. It is by definition balanced, i.e. 
for each node the heights of its left and right subtrees may differ at the most by u"ity. 
The tree nodes are the records containing in the present case, apart from the index m, 
the following fields, trunk equals to the number of nodes in the left subtree, including 
the current node, whereas balance is the difference between the heights of the right 
and left subtrees. These variables are used by some procedures, operating on the tree. 
pleft and pright are the pointers to the corresponding nodes.
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The algorithms of basic operations on the AVL trees are described in [11, 12], In 
particular, the book [I2J contains the procedures, written in Pascal, which may be 
adopted for the present purposes. The entire simulation program was also written in 
Pascal. The necessary operations and procedures are (for definiteness, the x-tree is 
considered):

1) insert new node, corresponding to the carrier of index m, into the tree: 
inscrt(/AY, m, pxroot):

2) delete the node, corresponding to the carrier of index in, from the tree: 
delete(/XY, in, pxroot);

3) find the index m of the carrier, which coordinate ,v[/h] has a rank r in the 
increasingly ordered sequence of.v[wJ:
index(/>.v, in, pxroot);

4) find the rank r of the carrier coordinate ,y[»] in the increasingly ordered se
quence of ,y[///J:
n*rlk(y;.Y, m, pxroot).

Here, px and pxroot are the pointers to the array ,y[/h] and to the x-tree root, re
spectively. An important feature of the AVL tree is that the time of each opera
tion increases with a number N of nodes as logjV. If solely the array ,y[/h], ordered 
or not, was used to store the carrier coordinates, some of the operations would 
require the time proportional to N.

The obtained values of the function V(t. ).- I'(t.), averaged over the time intervals
At.= t.-t.! (/ = 1..... K), are saved in the array DV\i], Since the isothermal SPD curves
arc usually presented in double logarithmic scale, it is convenient to choose the width 
of time intervals according to

At, =  ( / ? - ! ) / „ , ( 1 0 )

> ii _> V p ( 1 1 )

where p = (tK/t0)l'K (t0 and t — the inital and final limits of the time scale).

4, Simulation of isothermal SPD
In the MC simulation one can assume that the MT carrier transport consists of the 

succesive displacements of individual free carriers in the sample (ef. section 2). For 
this reason the simulation algorithm is rather simple. The following steps may be distin
guished.

/. Initialization o f calculations

Calculate the initial (t = 0) positions .vfm] and release times tr[m] of all the carriers 
(in = 1,... IV), using Eq. (9) and Eqs. (7)-(8). Store the carrier indexes in the 
x- and t-trees. Set the elements of the array D l\i\  equal to zero.
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II. Main loop o f algorithm

1) Find the carrier with a minimum release time //•[/»]. If there is no carriers in 
the sample or /r[/»]>/A., go to III).

2) Calculate the free carrier time-of-life At from Eq. (6) and determine the car
rier displacement Ay. The field £., acting on the carrier, is given by Eqs. (2)-(3). 
Three cases must be distinguished.

a) If the carrier does not encounter any of the trapped carriers and does not re
ach the grounded sample surface then

Ax = p (lE,Atir, (12)

where r is the rank of moving carrier.

b) If the carrier encounters some number s of the trapped carriers (with indexes
,/» ) and does not reach the opposite sample surface then

A.v = . v [ w „ v] - .v [ / ; / ]+ / / ,  )Er+s

where

At, =(.y[/h(] - .v[/h/ ,]

/• is the initial rank of moving carrier and /

c) If the carrier reaches the grounded sam

A y -  L — ,y[/h

3) Identify the time interval, in which the carrier release event took place (cf. Eqs. 
(10)-(11)). Increment the corresponding element of the array DT[/] by the value 
AT, given by Eq. (4).

4) If the carrier still remains in the sample, calculate the trapped carrier time-of- 
life A/, from Eqs. (7)-(8) and update the carrier position x[m], the release time 
//-[/»] as well as the x- and t-trecs. Otherwise delete the carrier index from x- and 
t-trees.

5) Simulate the motion of subsequent carrier, that is go to 1).

III. Printout o f results

For ail the time intervals print the values of log[(/. |+r)/2] and log [DV\i\! At f  
This yields the table (histogram) of log[-df'(r)/d/] vs log(/).

The aim of the above description is to illustrate the main ideas of used MC algo
rithm. Therefore, some oversimplifications have been made. Among others, the MC 
method enables us also to obtain the spatial and energetic distributions of trapped

At,,. -• - 2 > ( 13)

)! r

n = m.r
iple surface then 

]•

( 14)

( 15)
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carriers and the spatial field distribution at given times. In the program, the dimensionless 
variables have been used, which reduces the number of simulation parametres.

5. Simulation of MT transport under another conditions
The described MC method may easily be adopted to the investigation of MT car

rier transport, influenced by space charge, in another conditions. Basic modifications 
of the algorithm, corresponding to some experimental methods, are indicated below.

I) Constant-voltage configuration

The dispersive transport is most frequently studied in the constant-voltage configu
ration. A sample is sandwiched between two electrodes and a constant external volt
age P7 is applied to the sample. The carriers are either a) generated in the sample by 
a short light pulse or b) continuously injected into the sample, subject to the condition 
E(0+,t) = E =0. The current transients, induced in the external circuit, arc respec
tively called a) space-charge-perturbed currents (SCPC) and b) transient space-charge- 
limited currents (TSCLC) [13].

In the MC simulation the continuous carrier distribution is again replaced by the set 
of N carrier sheets with the charges r/()= i)0Q/N (O0— the charge on the electrode, 
/1 = 1 for TSCLC). The field E at the injecting electrode is determined from the con
dition

i
j£(.v,?)r/.v=i;,. (16)

Since the electric field between separate carriers is uniform, the above integral is 
easy to calculate. In the case of TSCLC, the rigorous boundary condition is repla
ced by

. 0 < C  <A£, (17)

where AE is given by Eqn. (3). If the above inequality does not hold, new carriers 
are injected into the sample at ,v ~ 0. The current intensity /(/) in external circuit 
can be determined using the relationship

A 0  = '/(?„ A-V 
N L ' ( IS)

where AQ is the charge flowing in the circuit.

2) Non-isothermal regime

Apart from the experimental techniques considered above, the non-isothermal 
dispersive transport is also investigated (e.g. [14]), both in the open-circuit and constant 
voltage configurations. Usually the sample temperature T(t) is increased linearly with time.
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The most distinguishing feature of the non-isothermal MT transport, as compared 
with isothermal one, is the gradual decrease of mean time-of-life of trapped carriers, 
r [£,t)= v'()' lexp[s/AT(/)]. The temperature dependencies of other transport param
eters are of minor importance. The above MC algorithms may be thus adopted to the 
description of thermally stimulated phenomena by a suitable change of Eq. (8), which 
determines the carrier dwell-time A/ in a trap. In the non-isothermal case, the distribu
tion function of A/(.has the form of

where tr is the moment of carrier capture. The value of At can be obtained from 
the implicit equation F(At )  = Rr  where R is the random deviate of uniform distri
bution in (0,1]. The method of solving numerically this equation was given in [15]. 
Another technique of generating the deviate At was described in [16].

The numerical results given below have preliminary' character. In the Figures 2-4 
the results of MC simulation arc compared with those following from the approximate 
solutions of MT equations [3-5]. The numerical and analytical curves are denoted by 
points and full lines, respectively. Except for Fig. 4, the results concern three injection 
levels i] of the carriers. Figures 2 and 3 show the isothermal SPDs and SCPCs, re
spectively. One can recognize that the space charge affects mainly the shape of the 
final part of SPD curve, as well as of the initial part of SCPC curve. Figure 4 presents 
the TSCLC and, for comparison, the SCPC corresponding to the maximum injection

(19)

6. iNumerical results

- 5

- 1 3
2 4 6 8 10

lo g ( t / r 0)

Figure 2. Isothermal SPD transients calculated by the MC method and computed analytically. The 
parameters: xf / t =2* 1(D. vot=1.0. e “/kT=6.0, L0/L = l( t4, N=1()()0. a= T /T , r =L!/p0Vn.
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lO g(t/T0)

Figure 3. Isothermal SC PC tatnsients calculated by the MC method and computed analytically. 
The values of parameters and the notations are as in Fig. 2. l^ Q ^ /x  .

lO g(t/T0)

Figure 4. TSCLC and SCPC transients calculated by the MC method and computed analytically. 
For TSCLC N=40. The values o f other parameters and the notations are as in Fig. 2. /„=0„ / r fJ.

level = 1. In the initial time region, both current transients are almost identical. De
spite some numerical fluctuations there exists rather good agreement between all the 
Monte Carlo and analytical results. This proves to a certain degree the correctness of 
the used algorithms.

It is of some importance to test the efficiency of the described MC technique.
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As follows from the remark in section 3, the execution time? of the programs should 
increase with the carrier numer A' as t x AlogA'. The results of performance tests, 
concerning the simulation of SPD, are given in Figure 5. It is seen that the/ vs AlogN- C? O cxc o

Figure 5. Execution time o f the program calculating SPDs for different number N o f 'carriers The 
values o f other parameters as in Fig. 2.

plot become in fact linear for larger N. The results obtained in the case of SCPC are 
very similar. This indicates the satisfactory efficiency of the used algorithms. Their 
possible refinements may reduce only the proportionality constant between /, and 
AlogAf

7. Conclusions
In the paper the MC method of simulation of MT carrier transport, taking into 

account the space-charge effects, is described. The considered algorithm seems to be 
fully reliable, highly effective, and may be easily adopted to the study of carrier trans
port at various conditions. The preliminary numerical results support these statements.
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